The high-resolution devices for image capturing and the high professional requirement for users, are very complex to extract features of the fruit fly image for classification. Therefore, a bilinear CNN model based on the mid-level and high-level feature fusion (FB-CNN) is proposed for classifying the fruit fly image. At the first step, the images of fruit fly are blurred by the Gaussian algorithm, and then the features of the fruit fly images are extracted automatically by using CNN. Afterward, the mid-and high-level features are selected to represent the local and global features, respectively. Then, they are jointly represented. When finished, the FB-CNN model was constructed to complete the task of image classification of the fruit fly. Finally, experiments data show that the FB-CNN model can effectively classify four kinds of fruit fly images. The accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score in testing dataset are 95.00%, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fruit fly is one of the important pests in entry-exit quarantine in Asia-Pacific region. It was reported that the fruit fly from South Asia will lead to the potential economic losses of China's pumpkin industry between 3,741.50 and 2,315,783.08 million Fang et al. [1] . In addition, the risk value R of guava fruit fly in China is up to 2.33, which is considered as a highly dangerous pest [2] . Therefore, the classification of fruit flies is a significant section of quarantine works to reduce the enormous harm.
At present, some machine-learning algorithm was proposed for automatic classification of fruit flies. Only two ways are commonly used for the machine learning algorithms based on the classification principles of the fruit flies. One is using the chest and back of fruit flies as target features [3] , [7] and the other one is using the Euclidean distance between the points of wings of fruit fly as target features [4] - [6] .
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achieved on the classification of fruit fly pest images, some major problems still need to be solved, which can be possibly tackled by deep learning. Currently, two typical problems are listed as follows:
A. Now artificial markers are used to collect image features of the fruit fly, as shown in Figure 2 . This process requires not only the HDR Camera to keep the image sharpness for marking features in the fruit fly wings, chest and back, but also a high profession of feature markers. Moreover, artificial and traditional feature marking process are relatively cumbersome and low fault-tolerant; Figure 3 shows that using corner detection algorithm and edge filtering algorithm cannot extract all features in the image, which was treated by Gaussian blur with three kinds of Gaussian kernels, especially when the image exhibited a low definition. B. Figure 4 shows that the fine-grained images of four categories of fruit flies were almost similar in shape, only with little difference between each other. However, the discriminating information of the images often exists in very fine areas, thus it is irrational to extract the features of the whole image level directly by using the deep learning method. Therefore how to select the discriminating features of deep convolution model in fruit fly fine-grained images has become an urgent issue in the fruit fly image classification. In order to solve the above problems, a pre-trained Convolution Neural Network (CNN) model is raised for the migration learning of the fruit fly images. CNN can automatically collect image features of the fruit fly; the bilinear operation has a good effect on the fine-grained classification task; and migration learning strategy can better complete the model training in small data sets. Simultaneously, the characteristics and extraction methods of traditional fruit fly classification tasks were analyzed in detail. It was found that there was a relative position relationship between the characteristics of fruit fly wings. In Figure 5 , the characteristic points on the wings of fruit flies were labeled and the distance between the corresponding labeled points was calculated as the classification characteristics of fruit flies. Many studies have proved that the convolution layer of CNN can exactly extract the mid-level features [13] , which often contain detailed information of object features. It is helpful to discover the relationship between the characteristics of fruit fly samples. For this reason, a bilinear CNN model based on the mid-level and high-level feature fusion (FB-CNN) was proposed to classify fruit fly images. 
II. RELATED WORKS
More and more attention has been paid on the classification of fruit fly pest images. At present, the Euclidean distances of the punctuations in the wings of the fruit fly and the thorax and dorsal plate of the fruit fly are often used as the classification study or the combination of the two.
A. APPROACH BASED ON THE WINGS OF THE FRUIT FLY
In 2013, Wang et al. proposed to extract the classification characteristics by using the method of manually marking the ground markers of the fruit flies' wings, and adopted the random forest algorithm to realize the classification and identification of five species of fruit flies, with the average recognition accuracy of 92.9% [4] . In 2016, Peng and Liao et al. computed the distances among marker points as the key features based on Wang et al. [4] and Lou's researches [7] , and took 11 of them as the characteristic values. The characteristic markers are shown in the Figure 5 [6] . Faria [9] et al. applied the meta-learning combined with a variety of classifiers to study the characteristics of the input images of the vein in the wings, and independently selected the effective features, which were then put into the Support vector machine (SVM) classifier for the final classification. Perre et al. [10] also used SVM classifier to identify three fruit flies according to the corresponding characteristics on their wings; and the accuracy rate was 95%. Maced et al. [11] extracted the middle-level features on the vein of the wings by using the solid fly wings, and identified three fruit flies by using Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and SVM, respectively; and the average accuracy was 88.9% and 87.7%, respectively.
B. APPROACH BASED ON THE THORAX AND DORSAL PLATE OF THE FRUIT FLY
In the study of the classification of fruit flies, Zhang et al. [3] used Local binary patterns (LBP) operator to extract the features of real fly wings and mid-thoracic backplane in 2011. Then the AdaBoost algorithm was selected to construct the classifier, which can classify eight fruit flies with the average accuracy up to 80%, and good recognition accuracy and robustness. In 2017, Zhen and Zhongyi [7] used image processing methods such as Hough transform and HSV spatial filtering value to filter and lock the edge of the fruit fly sample image. Then, combined with the description method of central fringe shape features, shape feature parameters were extracted from the locked area. BP neural network algorithm was used to classify three kinds of fruit flies: fruit fly of orange, pumpkin and melon with the overall accuracy of 95.56%. In 2019, Zhongyi et al. [8] proposed that in order to classify and recognize three kinds of fruit flies, i.e., fruit flies of orange, pumpkin and melon with overall accuracy of 95.56%, the chest and back of fruit flies were taken as the feature area, the local stripe features were extracted as the classification basis, and BP neural network algorithm was used based on the common mathematical morphological features.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, the FB-CNN model was proposed, which can extract the mid-and high-level features to fusion. Firstly, We use Gaussian blur approach to decline definition of image.
Then, we use two Resnet models with different initial parameters to extract features from the input image and perform dot product operation on the features extracted by the two models to obtain local second-order features of the focus area. At the same time, considering the characteristics of fruit fly images, we conduct feature fusion on the local second-order features of the upper middle layer to achieve a better classification effect.
A. GAUSSIAN BLUR ALGORITHM
In practical application, because of the non-uniform pixels of sample image acquisition equipment, there may be a problem that high-definition images cannot be obtained. Therefore, if the high-resolution sample images are taken by CannoG9 digital camera which is trained directly, the spatial distribution of the trained samples will be inconsistent with that of the actual prediction ones, resulting in the inability to achieve low-resolution ambiguity in practical application. So, Gaussian blur can be used to blur the high-definition image of fruit flies to improve the practicability of the model.
Gaussian blur, also known as Gaussian filter, which is a linear smoothing filter widely used in the image processing, is usually used to reduce the image noise and reduce image detail level [24] . In addition, it can be used to simulate the natural blur, such as motion and defocus blur. The Gaussian blur process of image is to convolute the image with normal distribution and calculate the transformation of each pixel in the image. The normal distribution equation of n-dimensional space is written as follows:
Through its definition in n-dimensional space, the definition in two-dimensional space can be deduced as:
(
The formula for convolution operation between image and filter is:
where x and y represent the horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively; r is the fuzzy radius and σ is the standard deviation of the normal distribution, also known as the fuzzy weight.
B. THE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM DESIGN OF FEATURE FUSION FB-CNN
CNN is a kind of artificial Neural Network based on the theory of deep learning [14] - [21] . Figure 6 shows the basic CNN flow. Bilinear CNN(B-CNN) [22] was proposed by Lin at the ICCV conference in 2015, specifically used for the classification of fine-grained images. The B-CNN model is extracted by two VGG networks, and the full connection layer behind the last convolution layer is transformed into a bilinear pooling layer. This model constructs the interrelations between local areas in a translational invariant way, and summarizes various disordered texture information [23] . However, after multiple pooling, the image resolution and the spatial relationship between features will be lost. Many studies have confirmed that the convolution layer of CNN can extract mid-level features [13] , which often contain detailed information of object features. It will be beneficial to discover the relationship between the characteristics of fruit fly samples. Therefore, the FB-CNN model with the fusion of mid-and high-level features was proposed. This subsection introduces the overall framework, network structure, training strategy and parameter design of the model. Bilinear operation can be represented as B = (F 1 , F 2 , P, C), where F 1 and F 2 represent the characteristic functions of two bilinear layers, P and C are the pooling and classification functions, respectively. F 1 = (x 1 , p 1 ), F 2 = (x 2 , p 2 ), where x 1 and x 2 represent mid-and high-level features, respectively; p 1 and p 2 are convergent functions P of bilinear layer in B-CNN model. F 1 is converged by matrix multiplication as well as F 2 . And they will be gathered by means of joining together (concat) in the FB -CNN model. The process is shown in Table 1 . FB-CNN model used the fine-tune ways to complete the training, which used VGG-16 model with finished training process by IMAGENET dataset. The parameters of all convolution and pooling layers were reserved, and then two parallel Bilinear layers and five connection layers were joined together. The concrete structure is shown in Table 2 . 
3) MODEL TRAINING STRATEGY AND PARAMETER DESIGN
After building the FB-CNN model, five learning rates of 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001 and 0.00001 were experimented. The experimental results are shown in Table 3 . In Table 3 , it is observed that gradient divergence error could not converge when the learning rates of 0.1 and 0.01 were debugged in turn. After reducing to 0.001 and 0.0001, the training achieved good results, and the error was converged with the test accuracy of 95%. With continuously reducing the learning rate for debugging, it was found that the training effect was worse. Therefore, considering the accuracy and training time, 0.001 was chosen as the initial learning rate to train the model.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. THE EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT 1) THE EXPERIMENT PLATFORM
The experiment was carried out on the platform of Windows 1064 bit system. The device is configured as follows: Intel Core i7-8700 processor, 16G memory and GTX 1080Ti graphics card.
The codes were mainly implemented in Python language, including data preprocessing and algorithm implementation. The main libraries used were Numpy and so on. The deep learning framework was Tensorflow.
2) THE INTRODUCTION OF DATASET
Different sample images of four fruit flies were taken with CannoG9 digital camera with a resolution of 1536 × 2048. Among them, 476 pictures of Bactrocera dorsalis Hendel, 463 pictures of Bactrocera cucuribitae, 403 pictures of Bactrocera tau, 425 pictures of Bactrocera scutellata were enlarged by rotating, reversing and adjusting the brightness and darkness. Then, 60% of pictures for each sample were selected as the training dataset, while the remaining 40% were used as the testing(a) dataset. Finally, We used a common mobile device(MI6 with 12 megapixels) to capture fruit fly images as the testing(b) dataset, with 15 images for each category. The Table 4 summarizes statistics of datasets. Experiments showed that, when the Gaussian matrix and standard deviation were set to (15, 15) and 15, respectively, the previous conventional feature extraction methods cannot extract accurate features from the blurred images, as shown in Figure 8(b) . Considering the problem of limited pixels in the sample image acquisition equipment, the final choice was to set the Gaussian matrix and standard deviation as (51, 51) and 21, respectively. The sample image was blurred, and the degree of blurring is shown in Figure 8(c) .
In order to avoid the over-fitting caused by the small number of samples in the training process, the sample pictures were rotated at 90, 180 and 270 • , and flipped up and down; the brightness and darkness were adjusted; the data set was expanded; pictures of fruit flies with different shapes and background brightness were generated; and the generalization ability of the model was enhanced. Some pictures of the data set are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 . Finally, the processed sample pictures were trained to construct a fruit fly classification and recognition system. 
3) THE EVALUATION INDEX
The evaluation indexes used in this paper were top 1 accuracy, precision, recall value, and F1 score. Four conditions existed in each image, which were True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN ), and False Negative (FN ). The corresponding formula are described as follows:
B. THE TRAINING OF MODEL Firstly, four kinds of fruit fly images were blurred by Gaussian blur algorithm, and amplified. Then, FB-CNN model was used for the training, validation and testing based on two different model which are VGG-16 and ResNet-50, respectively. The Table 5 shows several parameters used in the training process, and the results is shown in the Table 6 . From Table 6 , we can see that the accuracy of ResNet-50 in two testing dataset is slightly higher than that of VGG-16, but the number of layers in ResNet-50 was too deep, and the training parameters and calculation are too large. So, considering the practical application, in the following experiments, we mainly show our model FB-CNN based on VGG-16. Finally, the results in training and validation stages are shown in Figure 11 and 12, respectively. 
1) THE TRAINING RESULTS OF FB-CNN MODEL
The accuracy curves and loss decline curves in training stage and verification stage are shown in Figure 11 and 12, respectively. Figure 11 and 12 shows that the model trained nearly 177 epochs(34 steps per epoch), and the training accuracy remained stable after training 44 epochs. Most of them fluctuated between 0.98 and 1.00, and the loss also decreased to near 0 with little fluctuation. The accuracy of the verification stage remained stable after nearly 103 epochs training, ranging from 0.96 to 0.98. The loss of the verification stage also fell to 0.17, but it fluctuated greatly. Unlike the training stage, the loss of the verification stage was unstable and fluctuated greatly, but the accuracy of the model on the verification set and the accuracy of the training set were not stable. A good classification effect was thus achieved.
2) VISUALIZATION OF TRAINING FEATURES OF FB-CNN MODEL
In the training process, the convolution operation could extract different types of features of the image region, and the pooling operation could fuse and abstract those features. With the superposition of several operations, the depth features obtained from each layer gradually transited from generalization features (such as edges, textures, etc.) to high-level semantic representation (such as wing, head, mid-breast and back). The convolution features obtained during model training are visualized in Figure 13 . Figure 13 demonstrates that the shallow convolution core learned the basic features, such as the edge and direction in the first layer, and the middle convolution core learned some detailed features, such as texture in the second layer. With the deepening of the network, some high-level semantic patterns began to emerge, if the local areas such as wings, head, mid-thoracic backplane of fruit flies were captured by convolution network. Because of the small deep convolution core and the poor direct visualization effect, the fifth layer of visualization could be projected into the pixel space by deconvolution technology and superimposed with the original image to obtain the visualization results of the highlighted part, which was the characteristic area activated by the convolution core, as shown in Figure 13 .
It is observed from Figure 14 that the convolution nucleus of channel 43, 58 and 369 activated the main trunk, head and wings regions of fruit fly samples, respectively; while that of channel 498 did part of the region containing fruit fly samples and the reference region. Therefore, although deep convolution could extract representative local features of fruit fly samples, the continuous pooling operation made those features lose some of the original details. From the graph, it was observed that the middle-level convolution operation could extract the texture and other features with detailed information. Therefore, the fusion of middle-level features with detailed information and high-level features with rich semantics can better classify fruit fly sample images. 
C. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF FB-CNN MODEL
The core idea of FB-CNN model is to select the appropriate features extracted by convolution layer, and then process them by Bilinear layer, and finally fuse the features. Therefore, how to select appropriate features for fusion and whether Bilinear layer is needed for feature processing is the key to model design. Several experiments are also designed to determine the selection of features and the use of Bilinear layer, as shown in Table 7 . Table 7 shows how to select appropriate features for FB-CNN model and whether to use Bilinear layer for processing design. Because of the good classification effect in Bilinear CNN model, the features of CONV5 layer were used to fuse with other convolution layer features in FB-CNN model, and the experiments using Bilinear layer and not using Bilinear layer were attempted respectively. The model was trained and tested by using the test set. The following specific experimental results are shown in Table 8 . Table 8 demonstrates that using the features of CONV2 and CONV5 layers and the models processed by Bilinear layers exhibited the best classification effect. The F1 score of 95.00% could be obtained by testing on 60 sample image size test sets.
2) THE COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The test set used in all the models consisted of 60 sample pictures. The classification performances of the trained VGG-16 model, Bilinear CNN model and FB-CNN model were tested with the test set, respectively. The test results are shown in Table 9 . Table 9 shows that the FB-CNN model with Gaussian blur achieved the best classification performance on the test set. It can correctly classify the images of the test set. Compared with VGG-16 model and Bilinear CNN model, the classification performance had a certain improvement.
It proves that feature fusion can improve the accuracy of task classification in the task of fruit fly fine-grained image classification. Simultaneously, the better methods in fruit fly image classification tasks have been compared in recent years. The specific results are shown in Table 10 . Table 10 shows that the CNN model, Bilinear CNN model and FB-CNN model, especially FB-CNN model, can achieve better classification results in fruit fly image classification tasks than the conventional models. The classification accuracy of FB-CNN model reached 95.00% in testing(b) dataset and 97.37% in testing(a) dataset, which proves that the combination of mid-and high-level features can achieve better classification results in fruit fly image classification tasks. The good classification effects of CNN model and Bilinear CNN model are similar to that of conventional fruit fly image classification method. It indicates that CNN can automatically extract effective features from fruit fly image for classification training. Table 11 shows an expanded experiment on two normal datasets, demonstrating that FB-CNN model can also achieve better classification effects on universal datasets than VGG-16 and B-CNN models.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose FB-CNN model to fuse multilayer bilinear features for fruit fly image recognition, which combines mid-level and high-level bilinear features to learn stronger feature representing. Experimental results demonstrate the validity of our model. In the future, we will expand our research in two directions, i.e., how to effectively recognize fruit fly image with natural background, and how to effectively use model in mobile devices.
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